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2014/2015 Highlights

Under our new name/brand, Our Clubhouse expanded in fiscal year 2014-2015 opening a satellite location in Westmoreland County. The doors didn’t actually open until this fiscal year, but much of the groundwork had been laid the previous year. In addition, we have developed and implemented our first proprietary 9-week workshop called Living Life Post Cancer Treatment™ for adults transitioning from cancer treatment to post-treatment. This program has already run in multiple locations and will continue to do so throughout this coming year. Likewise, another new program Our Clubhouse offers is CLIMB® (Children’s Lives Include Moments of Bravery). CLIMB is a national program of the Children’s Treehouse Foundation and now Our Clubhouse is the only organization in southwest PA offering it. CLIMB is specifically for children who have a parent or loved one with cancer. More highlights are listed below from July 1, 2014 – June 30, 2015:

**Clubhouse Statistics**

- Total Active members: 980
  - Members with cancer: 496
  - Friend/Family members: 370
  - Child member with cancer: 9
  - Child friend/family member: 105

**Programming**

- Number of support groups: 94
  (does not include Family & Youth. See below)
- Number of lectures: 22
- Number of social events: 29
- Number of workshops: 316

**Family and Kids Programming**

- Number of kids programs in the clubhouse: 19
  - 426 participants
- Camp Clubhouse (totaled 34 kids) and Boo Bash were the largest events
- Trained to provide CLIMB® in May 2015
  (to replace Family Connections)
- Provided individual support services to 18 family and youth members
- 72 visits to Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC
  - 376 participants

**Fundraising Events**

- Sixth Annual Our Clubhouse Classic Golf Tournament at Longue Vue Club
- CMU Greek Sing beneficiary (year 1 of 2)
- Charity partner for Dick’s Sporting Goods Pittsburgh Marathon
  - Total — 132 runners
  - 72% New (95 new runners)
  - 62% raised more than their minimums (82 runners)
- **NEW**: Over the Edge Pittsburgh Benefiting Our Clubhouse
  - Unique rappelling event and peer-to-peer fundraiser
  - Most successful fundraiser to date
  - Received incredible media exposure

**Volunteers**

- Total number of volunteers: 232
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Dear Friend,

As I reflect on the past year at Our Clubhouse, I am extremely proud of what our organization has accomplished. Last year, the board of directors made the difficult decision to set aside our national affiliation and become an independent organization. I am pleased to report that after our first full year of independence, we have never been stronger. The members, volunteers, staff, and donors have made the transition seamless and we continue to faithfully execute our mission of providing welcoming communities of support for everyone living with cancer — men, women, teens, and children — along with their families and friends.

The past year has been one of innovation for Our Clubhouse and I would like to highlight just a few of our accomplishments:

• The development of two new “portable” programs which will be offered in various locations around the region.

   Living Life Post Cancer Treatment™ is a proprietary nine-week workshop developed by Our Clubhouse for adults transitioning from cancer treatment to post-treatment. This program received the National Oncology Nursing Society seal of approval and has been well received by the medical community.

   CLIMB® (Children Living in Moments of Bravery) developed and funded by the Children’s Treehouse Foundation, offers support to children who have a parent living with cancer. Our Clubhouse is the only organization in western Pennsylvania with staff trained to offer this exceptional workshop.

• In the fall of 2015, Our Clubhouse opened a satellite branch to better serve those touched by cancer in Westmoreland County. The welcome and support provided by the local community has been overwhelming and we are grateful for the opportunity to expand the reach of our services.

• The creation of an endowment fund designed to ensure Our Clubhouse will in the future continue to provide support for those impacted by cancer in western Pennsylvania.

As many of you know, our beloved founding Executive Director, Carol Lennon has chosen to take a well-deserved retirement. We will miss her leadership, vision, and most of all her way of making everyone she meets feel special. Typical of a great leader, Carol has ensured that the organization will continue to thrive by grooming the next generation of leadership. Teddi Horvitz will step into the Executive Director position and I am confident that she and the staff will continue to excel in providing the quality programming that is the hallmark of Our Clubhouse. We all look forward to their accomplishments in 2016.

Thank you for your support as we continue to provide comfort, care and hope to those touched by cancer.

Sincerely,

James A. Ayers
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Please know that saying good-bye was a very difficult decision. The past 11½ amazing years getting to know members, volunteers, board, donors, and staff has inspired me, challenged me, and made my life so much richer.

Thank you for all that you have done over the years to support those in our region affected by a cancer diagnosis. This job has not been a job for me; it truly has been my life’s mission. This time spent with all of you has been the most fulfilling and rewarding time in my life. I was meant to be associated with this wonderful organization and all of you.

There are too many people to thank in this farewell message. Please know that there is still much work to be done and, my successor, Teddi Horvitz, the board, staff and the community are counting on you to continue to reach our goal where Our Clubhouse is the number one place that comes to mind for social and emotional support when someone is dealing with cancer.

Thank you for all that you have done for me over the years. I have loved every minute of my time here and will miss all of you so very much.

Sincerely,

Carol Lennon
*Executive Director*
Financial Report

Fiscal Year 14-15

**Revenues**
- Special Events 23% $381,316
- Unrestricted Contributions 17% $290,390
- Restricted Contributions 4% $63,059
- Endowment Contributions, net 56% $927,216
- Investment Income 0% $4,080

Total Revenues 100% $1,666,061

**Expenses**
- Program 86% $766,287
- Fundraising 7% $66,173
- General Administration 6% $56,934

Total Expenses 100% $889,394

**Sources of Funding**
- Contributions 67% $1,124,143
- In-kind 3% $44,019
- Events 23% $381,316
- Foundations 7% $112,503
- Investment 0% $4,080

Total 100% $1,666,061
Thank You - Community Builders

This list represents individuals who donated $1,000 or more from 7/1/2014 - 6/30/2015

Florence Ayers
Renee and James Ayers
Ritchie Battle
Sara and Ahmie Baum
Robin J. Bernstein
Lisa Bonacci and Paul Schawalder
Edwin Boynton
Ann and Paul Bridges
Julie Coletti
Noelle and David Conover
Bert Dorazio
Susie and Roy Dorrance
Chase Dudley
Sheila and Milton Fine
Ellen Flamm
Mary Louise and Henry Gailliot
Drs. Kristina and Peter Gerszten
John Hagar
Mary Hendrix
Colleen and Paul Hennigan
Sally Imbriglia
Joanie and Sam Kamin
Laura Kronk
Carol Lennon
Keri and Robert Levin
Patti and Art McAuley
William McBride
Tom McChesney
Jen and Chris McCrady
Marian and Aidan McKenna
Patsy and Don McKinney
Jack Morrow
Jeannine and Kevin Mullen
Nancy and Paul O'Neill
Kathryn and Peter Paladino
Niamh and Michael Parrish
Pamela Peters
Amy and Ed Platt
Martin Randal
Vicki and Tim Regan
Dr. Deborah Rubin
Abby Ruthenberg
Nancy Scarton Chaplin
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schloss
Jim Semonik
Juliet L. Simonds
John Sippel
Sharon and Bob Slagle
Bernadette and Lowell Smith
Nicole Evoy and Derek Smith
Violet Soffer
Donna Topley
Theana and Andrew Vavasis
Bayer Corporation
Barbara and Bruce Wiegand

Thank you to all of our supporters who donated from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

Every effort has been made to provide a complete list. If we have overlooked a gift, we humbly apologize.
Thank You - In Memory of...

Our Clubhouse received gifts during the 2014-2015 fiscal year in memory of the following individuals.

OUR SUPPORTERS

Cheryl Adams  
Brent Adams

Melanie Alexander  
Moonglow Yoga

Judy Baron  
Cathy and Mel Gold

Edward Bernstein  
Robin J. Bernstein

Candace Bitzer  
Kim Broderick  
Carrie DiRisio

Judy California  
John California  
Margo and Julia California

Alberta “Bert” Castagnari  
Leo Castagnari

Marion Connelly  
Robin J. Bernstein

Matthew Conover  
Jan Henry  
Juli and Tim Janiszewski  
Susan Wilcher

Gregory Corsini  
Deborah Corsini

Carolyn Dean  
Jeanne Rosen

Monica English  
Nancy and James English

Debbie Bash Ford  
Denny Ford

Rick Freda  
Patti and Art McAuley

Marvin Freedenberg  
Paula and Alan Dunn  
Dunn and Associates Inc.

Judy Friday  
Patti and Art McAuley

Chip Funari  
Josie Funari  
Carolyn and Dennis Radkowski

Sandy German  
Donna McClure

Bill Goddard  
Theresa Dougan

Mary C. Gookin  
Cristy Gookin

Donna Harpster  
Robin J. Bernstein

Cole Hartman  
Judy Yoskosky

Shirley Held  
Roberta and Donnie Mann

Carolyn Jane Herbert  
Robert Mayer

Tee Herrington  
Robin J. Bernstein

Denise Hertneky  
Mary Lou Bradley  
Catherine Martin  
Marcela Bohm-Velez  
Weinstein Imaging Associates

Sidney Hoffman  
Robin J. Bernstein

Cathy Howard  
Robin J. Bernstein

Anne Humphreys  
Robert Connell

Dr. Lee Indorato  
Robin J. Bernstein

Mickey Jacobs  
Molly and Jim Creenan

Shirley Kahn  
Michael Kahn

Lorraine Kaminsky  
Steven Adelkoff  
Joan Bondira  
Cheryl and Jeff Weisband

Anna Kozusko Kuhn  
Susan and Jerry Kozusko

Anna Kuhn  
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Petras

Linda Lamel  
Lori Abrams

Jean, Janet, Bea and Tim Lennon  
Carol Ashby  
Lee and Chuck Costanzo  
Molly and Jim Creenan  
Kathy and Robert Harper  
Carol Lennon  
F.J. Lennon, III and Family  
Susan and Thomas Lennon  
Cathy and Terry Lennon  
Nicole and Mike Louderback  
Joan Roach and Family  
Phyllis and Charles Sheehy

Adam Lesko, D.D.S.  
Mary Ann and Joseph Serwinski
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Thank you to all of our supporters who donated from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015.

Every effort has been made to provide a complete list. If we have overlooked a gift, we humbly apologize.
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Thank you to all of our supporters who donated from July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014.

Every effort has been made to provide a complete list. If we have overlooked a gift, we humbly apologize.

Loretta Lewis
   Roberta and Donnie Mann

Jacqueline (Jackie) Lloyd
   Barbara Ackerman
   Patricia Allinson
   Carol Baker
   Robin J. Bernstein
   Francis Fairman
   Anne and Gordon Farr
   Sandra Golding
   Rosanne and Anthony Harrison
   Carol Lennon
   Eileen and Mark Lovell
   Becky and W. Thomas McGough
   Stuart Miller
   Jean Mitchell
   Jane Roesh
   Patti and John Staley, IV
   Wilkins #4 Volunteer Fire Dept.

Josephine Lukowski
   Barbara and Matt Lukowski

Linda McBride
   Elizabeth and Daniel Fajt
   Patricia and Christopher Farrell
   Myrna and Robert Freeman
   Greater Greensburg Sewage Authority
   Patricia and Ronald Holtzer
   Patricia and Wayne Houston
   Dana Kaylor
   Karen Kimmel
   Kathleen and John Kowick
   Carol Lennon
   Carol Long
   William McBride
   Cheryl Musa
   Jodi Owens
   Laura and Mark Pasko
   Joel Pheasant
   Richard & Marilyn Umbel Trust
   Gino Rizzi
   Sharon Setmire
   Carol and Ernest Vallozzi
   Bonnie and James Weissinger
   Doris Wood
   Robert Yelnosky

Marisa Muscarella
   Michelle and Gannon Ulrich

Rhonda Nisenbaum
   Teddy Nisenbaum

David Norris
   Kathleen Mahoney-Norris

Marty O’Malley
   Joy Sabl

those who died from Ovarian Cancer
   Kathy Pahler

Vincent Panucci
   Denise and Duane Fahrion

Rebecca Paransky
   Marianne Carmack

Matthew Pickering
   Ashley Penvose and James Ortega
   Frances and John Pickering
   Lori Pickering

Ryan Poirier
   Carolyn and Dennis Radkowski

Karen Prosser
   Marti Getz
   Katherine and Trent Harrison
   Kerie Mecca
   New Journey Christian Cancer Support Group

Meg Rankin
   Abbie and Howdy Emery
   Nancy Linn

Marilyn M. Schubert
   Kathleen and Bud Deguffroy
   Rob Liermann

Paul Schultz
   Terry Elder

Herb Seigle
   Jacquelin Wechsler

Polly Sheehy
   Molly and Jim Creenan

Mark Silberman
   Terri Bleil Torchia

Jane Slater
   Paula and Alan Dunn
   Dunn and Associates Inc.

Marilyn Smutny
   Ron Smutny

Samuel E. Spitz
   Marcia Spitz

Charlotte Timko
   Barb and Bill Valalik

Linda Lan Tran
   Susan Guerrieri

Betty Wallace
   Judith and Steven Gough

Anna Portman Wernert
   Elizabeth Wernert
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Thank you to all of our supporters who donated from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015. Every effort has been made to provide a complete list. If we have overlooked a gift, we humbly apologize.

Casey Adams
Sharon and Larry Johnson

Florence Ayers
Morshana Foundation

Pam Baacke
Patricia and James Cairns

C. Shannon Barry
Margie Barry

Ahmie Baum
Birte and Kent Mathis

Robin Bernstein
Maureen and Howard Blitman
Ellen Still Brooks
Ellen Flamm
Pamela Friedman
Kristina Gerszten
Goldman Sachs Gives
Ina and Larry Gumberg
Carol Lennon
Betsy and Mike Marcu
Alice Mitinger
Dr. and Mrs. James Ursini
Dr. Carlos Rizowy
Susan and James Rooney
Jane and Gerald Voros

Tracee Burrell
Debbie Collavo
Delores Welding

Pat Cava
Amanda Greenawalt and Alfred Ristine

Ty and Anne Christy
Jennifer Fine

Teresa Dougan
Lori Pellman

Taylor Finnegan
F. Susan Finnegan

Erin Fischer
Sally Edison

Shane Freeman and Marnie Schilken
Mary Ann Shaklee

Katherine Fulton
Citizens Bank
David Weifenbaugh

Mary Gabriel
Mary Jo Lear

Dr. Kristina Gerszten
Alice Mitinger

Nancy Griffith
Carolyn Worrall

Ina Gumberg
Ellen and Jeffrey Cohen

Cecelia Halligan
Anne Shearon

Ron Hamill
Dana and Joseph Motika

Karen Harr
Suzanne Burggraaff

Maria Hedleston
Robin Fichter

Teddi and David Horvitz
Ruth Foltz

Joanne Jackson
Amy Russell

Teddi Jacobson Horvitz
Ruth Foltz
Lynne and Blair Jacobson

The Clients of KFMR
KFMR Katz Ferraro McMurtry, P.C.

Traci Kaminski
Eddy Confer

Michelle Lally
Alice Mitinger

Dr. Barry C. Lembersky
Carol and J. Carl Slesinger

Carol Lennon
Phyllis and Charles Sheehy
Jean Marie Tersak

Camden Lookabaugh
Mathew Jacobs
Chrissy and Joshua Lookabaugh
Greta Palmer
Mallory Parks

Carole Marettsky
Anita Iurlano

Jen McCrady
Saundra Hoy

Margaret O’Connor
Barbara O’Connor

Jack O’Dell
Trish Parkhill

Michelle Pietrzak
Kori and Jeffrey Gassaway

Marty Randal
Jacquelyn and Tom Cain
Grace Coakley
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Thank you to all of our supporters who donated from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015.

Every effort has been made to provide a complete list. If we have overlooked a gift, we humbly apologize.

Shannon and Andrew Reichert
Elaine Southerland

Emily Rosenberger and Matt Geramita
Myra Paul

IW Abel Place Residents
Holly Bills

Veronica Shclover
John Martin

Anne Sillaman
Dr. and Mrs. James Sillaman

Anne Skreppen
Denise and Duane Fahrion

Mona Strassburger
Jill, Adam, Jacob and Eli Barkin

Judy Wagner
Julie Coletti

Jenny Woodings
Sara and Larry Walsh

All of our patients and their families
Nathan Bahary
Thank You - Donors...
This list represents individuals who donated from 7/1/2014 - 6/30/2015

OUR SUPPORTERS
Grace and Gary Abbs
Janet Abrams
Lori Abrams
Barbara Ackerman
Brent Adams
Chris Adams
Robert Adams
Toby Adams
Jennifer Adams-Haduch
Elizabeth Adamson
Michelle Addison
Steven Adelkoff
Sandy Aderson
Aaron Adler
Anthony Agostinelli
Robyn Aguzzi
Allison Aiken
Grace Aiken
Meryl Ainsman
Nicole Airey
Sanjay Akut
Thomas Albanesi
Jane Albright
Anne-Marie Alderson
Joe Alessandro
Mark Alexander
Susan Alexander
Patricia Alfieri
Claire and Joseph Alfrey
Jacqueline Algaier
Robby Aliff
Karen Allen
Patricia Allinson
Ann Allison
Linda Alloway
Beth Alois
John Alter
Carolee Ambroff
Raymond Amelio
Lenny An
Rosita Ananthanayagam
Joann Anderson
Kim Anderson
Laurie Anderson
Sherry Anderson
Lisa and Steven Anderson
Karen Andre
Terry Angel
Kathryn Angliss
Edward Antoan
Linda Antolik
Susan Apel
Terri Aquilina
Takuya Arai
Chris Aranowski
Tod Arbutina
Tyson Ardo
Sharon Arffa
Kathy Arnheim
Tony Arzenti
Barbara Ashner
Carol Ashby
Christine Ashton
Lise and William Ashton
Ryan Askey
Judith Astorino
Dolores Atha
Geoffrey Atkinson
Harley Augustino
Ann Austin
Emily Austin
Carter Ayers
Florence Ayers
Renee and James Ayers
Laura Babish
Nathan Bahary
Lisa Bahl-Anzicek
Lauren Bailey
Sarah Bailey
Michael Baines
Linda Baird
Nancy Baith
Danielle Bajus
Beth Bershok-Bakaitus and
Thomas Bakaitus
Alexander Baker
Carol Baker
Carol Baker
Joseph Balaschak
Kim Balaschak
Dennis Baldridge
Jayne Baldwin
Michelle Bale
Mark Balish
Susan and David Ballard
Michelina Balzer
Susan Banaszak
Barbara Bancroft
Karen Bandi
Naveen Bangia
Robin Barack
Candace Baranski
JoAnn Bard
Sarah and Mark Bardwell
Blane Barker

Jill, Adam, Jacob and Eli Barkin
Elana Barkowitz
Laurie Barksdale
Bruce Barnes
Darlene and Thomas Barnes
Colette and Les Barnett
Deborah and David Baron
Joyce Barry
Margie Barry
Mary Barry
Donna Barth
Jess Bartko
Jeff Bartlett
Tamara Basile
Benjamin Bassett
Natalie Batchen
Shandyn Bateman
Glenn Battistella
Ritchie Battle
John Batton
Sara and Ahmie Baum
Brian Baum
Debbie Baumgart
Laura Bayalis
James Bayer
Christy and Erik Beach
Londa Beachy
Andy Beamon
Allison Bean
DeeDee Bean
Traci Beard
Andrea Beck
Angela Beck
Annette Becker
Kara Becker
Susan Beckerman
Margaret Bedison
Eva Bednar
Jessica Beebe
Jonathon Beebe
Molly Beermain
Helen Behn
Christopher Beichner
Haydee and Alain Belda
Allen Belice
Adam Bell
Tricia Bell
George Bellas
Jessica Bellas
John Bellini
Judy Bellini
Elizabeth and John Bello

Thank you to all of our supporters who donated from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015
Every effort has been made to provide a complete list. If we have overlooked a gift, we humbly apologize.
Thank You - Donors (continued)

Jean Benecio
Mary Jo Benedetti
Kelly Bennett
Laura Bennett
Catherine and Roland Bennett
Vivian and Bill Benter
Holly Berchick
Patricia Berenbaum
Michael Beres
Lisa Bernett
Allison Bernknopf
Jeanine Berkel
Brenda Berke
Roberta Berke
Mary Bird
Thomas Birsic
Mary Bischof
Edward Bittner
Tracy Blackwell
Charissa Blaine
Elizabeth Blaine
Steven Blaine
Christa Blair
Amy Blake
Barbara Blandino
Edie Blattner
Bonnie and H. Vaughn Blaxter
Joan Bleihi
Terri Bleil Torchia
Maureen and Howard Blitman
Marion Block
Paul Block
Lauren Bloom
Wendy Blough
Scott Blumenthal
Katie Boardman
Sandy Bodnar
Russell Boehm
Julie Bogard
Emily Bogden
Shelley Bogush
Mark Bohenick
Diana Boice
Joan Bondair
Carol Bonicky
Shirley and Joseph Bonner
Heather Bonomi
Mary Boone
Joseph Bopp
Kimberly Borchert
Christine Borelli
Sandy Boring
Debra Borowiec
Margaret Kinsky and David Borrebach
Dan Bortz
Thomas Bosack
Richard Bosserman
John Bosso
Susan and Dennis Bott
Christine Bouvy
Harry Bovuy
John Bowen
Paul Bowen
Kate and Mike Bowersox
Terry Bowersox
Katie Bowie
Wilkins #4 Volunteer Fire Dept.
Heidi Hoffman Bowlin
Jason Bowling
Craig Bowman
Jackie Bowman
Patricia Boyd
Tomasin Boyd
Meg Boyle
Edwin Boynton
Brian Bozarth
Diane Bradley
Mary Lou Bradley
Joanne Brado
Christine Bradshaw
Dorothy Bradshaw
Adrienne Brady
Kay Brady
Emily Bram
Kurt Branagan
Raquel Branchik
Arlene and William Brandeis
Sue Brandell
Marion Brannan
Amanda Branson
Carolyn Branthoover
Lynne Braun Warth
Barbara Bray
Thomas Brazel
Elaine Braziel
Lisa Brazzon
Stefan Breitkopf
Diana Breniman
Mary Lou Brennan Zink
Sue Brennan
Carol Brenneisen
Barbara Brewton
Mark Bricker
Brandy Bridge
Ann and Paul Bridges
Kevin Bright
Jennifer Brill
Emily Brine
Michele Briston
Brian Brittain
Carole Brletic
Kim Broderick
Martha and Michael Broderick
Dr. and Mrs. Klaus Bron
Ellen Still Brooks
Susan Broome
Diane Brown
K.B. Brown
Sally Brown
Ellen and William Brown
Susan and David Brownlee
Linda Brumbach
Mary Bryant
Deanna Bubenriek
Guy Bucci
Leslie Bucci
Barbara Buchana
Jody Buchheit Spolar
Karen Buchino
Sarah Buerkle
Aaron Buhl
Marie Bullano
Robert Bupp
Becky Burek
David Burgbacher
James Burgbacher
Krista Burgbacher
Jennifer Burger
Kevin Burger
Catherine Burget
Suzanne Burggraaff
Mary Kay Burke
Linda and Timothy Burke
Summer Burkholder
Jessie Burklin
Robert Burr
Mary and Robert Burt
Donna Burt-McAliley
Stephen Busch
Nancy Buszinski
Kathy Butler
Laurie Butler
Warren Butler
Harry Butson
Dana Buzell
Hughie Byers
Angela Byrnes
LuAnn and Joe Byrnes
Patrick Byrnes
Katherine Cable
Marjorie Cadwallader
Megan Cahill
Beth Visnich and Scott Cahill
Mary Clare Cahlink
Annelise and Robert Cain
Jacquelyn and Tom Cain
Patricia and James Cairns
James Calamera
Brandi Calhoun
Lori Calhoun
John California
Marian and Scott Calligan
Joseph Calloway
Janice Camacho
Jessica Camilly
Barbara Campbell
Benita Campbell
Brian Campbell
Christine Campbell
Dylan Campbell
Margaret and James Campbell
Jason Campbell
Teresa and John Campbell
Julie Campbell
Melanie Campbell
Kelly Cannon Pettit
David Cannone
Somers Canon
Catherine Cantella
Kate Capilongo
Sheryl Caplan
Casey Carey-Brown
Chad Carl
Thank You - Donors (continued)

Meg Carl
Kurt Carlson
Marianne Carmack
Laura Carolla
Ryan Carolla
Karen Carosa
Tara Carpenter
Emily Carr
Kirsten Carr
Wallace Carroll
Elisa Carsia
Jessica Carson
Lauren Casey
Lindsay Cashman
Leo Castagnari
Patricia Catania
Stephen Catarinella
Janet Catello
Ryan Catello
Catherine Cato
Pat Cava
Doris Cavlovich
Deborah Celler-Cooper
Massimo Cenciarini
Marcia and Kevin Ceraso
Virginia Ceresa
Susan Certo
Lyne Chadwick
John Chamberlin
Sarah Chamberlin
Kelly Chambers
John Chapman
Constance Chapple
Scott Charters
Sonye Charters
Charles Cheever
Linda Chen
Natasha Cheredychnenko
Laura Cherock
Geoffrey Chewning
Jennifer Chenese
Tom Chidlow
Charles Choi
Thomas Chrise
Stefanie Chrisholm
Janice and Roger Christiansen
John Christoforetti
Lynda Christopher
Carole Chuba
Mark Ciccarelli
Joseph Ciccola
Michael Ciccola
Jessica Cichalski
Catherine Cieglo
John Cigna
Rachel Cimato
Rita Cindrich
Brittany Cipriani
Jennifer Cipriani
Gabriel Cisneros
Robert Citrone
Bobbie and Harlan Clare
Helen Clark
MaryAnn Clark
Jill Clary
Shelley Clary
Kelly Clawsen
Jean Cleary
Michelle Clement
Denise Cleveland
Mary Cleveland
Ruth Clifford
Belinda Clouser
Grace Coakley
Kelsey Coates
David Cohen
Eris Cohen
Ellen and Jeffrey Cohen
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Cohen
Michelle Cohn
Nina and Ernest Coker
Paul Coladonato
Carol Colbert
Melissa Cole
Angela Colella
Josephine Coletti
Julie Coletti
Eleana Colianni
Debbie Collego
Rob Colleran
Denise Collins
Helen Colonna
Therese Coluccio
Kathleen Colwell
Kelli Comer
John Como
Caitlyn Conaway
Eddy and Wayne Confer
Amanda Conklin
Caroline Conlan
Suzanne Conley
Robert Connell
Bruce Connelly
Kendall Conners
Marie Connolly
Trish Connolly
Kim Connors
Noelle and David Conover
Brian Conway
Kimberly Coombs
Angela Cooper
Anne Cooper
Barbara Cooper
Carrie Cooper
James Cooper
Matt Coppola
Nicholas Coppola
Rebekah Coppola
Susan Coppola
Rebecca and Daniel Cordell
Deborah Cordera
David Cordier
Steve Cordle
Rebecca Corran
Debra Correa
Cynthia Corsetti
Deborah Corsini
Gustavo Costa
Amanda Costanzo
Lee and Chuck Costanzo
Aimee Costello
Nicholas Cottage
Carol Cottom
Jill Coughenour
Rebecca Courtard
Rachael Courtney
Susan Courtney
Brian Coyle
Rosemary and Jerry Cozewith
John Craig
Ray Craig
Judy Crandall
Renee Crandell
Molly and Jim Creenan
Verna Crichtow
Amelia Criiger
Bettie and Frank Criiger
Pam and Jeremy Criiger
Jeanette Crivaro
Kristin Croco
Kathy and Dennis Cronin
Nancy Cronrath
Bob Cross
Robert Cross
The Tom Crowley Family
Jane Cullen
Karen and John Cullen
Betty Culley
James Culpepper
Rick Cummings
Meghan Cumpston
Linda and Ryan Cumpston
Kristine and Joseph Cundiff
Linda Curtis
Wil Cusano
Eric Cushing
Sharon Czyzewski
Patricia and Rod Dady
Kathy Dalbo
Lily Dalke
Bob Dalrymple
Lara Daly
Norma Dananay
Sheryl and Carl Dando
Barbara Danquist
Thomas Darroch
Nupur Dashottar
Robert Dauer
Deborah David
Rod David
Roger Davidson
Rachel Davies
Sami Davies
Theresa Davies
Christopher Davis
Elliott Davis
Jeffrey Davis
Jefry Davis
Jessica Davis
Noelle Davis
Dr. Mary Davitt and Dr. Mitchell Tublin
Ross Dawson
Mary Day
Susan Day
Staci Daykon
Dodi Dean
Jaclyn Dean
Juliana Debrah
Debbie Decarlo
Jason Decheck
Tracy DeCock
Brenda DeCroo
Laura DeDi
Jessica Dedrick
Tammy DeFalvo
Dave Defide
Kate Deger
Kelly DeGroot
Nancy DeGruttola
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Kathleen and Bud Deguffroy
Dan Dehner
Connie Deichler
Adriane Deithorn
Ben Del Price
Paul Del Vecchio
Lori Delale - O’Connor
Joseph Delale
Margarita Delgado
Barbara Dellert
Courtney Dellert
Gregory DeLuca
Harris Deluty
L.A. Delvecchio
Thomas Demagall
Antoinette DeMarco
Maria DeMarco
Virginia DeMarco
Jaclyn DeMase
Drue DeMatteis
Michele Denti
Kunal Deodhar
Antonette Depasquale
Sally Derence
Gabriel DeSalvo
Paula and Stephen DiAntonio
Vanessa Diaz
Jody Dickman
George Dickos
Colleen and Jeff Diehl
Kate Diersen
Kira Dietz
Wendy Dietz
Debra Diggs
Jason Dille
Leslie Dillman
Teresa Dilorotto
Erica DiMambro
Joe Dimasi
Carrie DiRisio
Gabrielle DiRocco
Irma DiSanti
Lisa Distefano
Chrissie Divincenzo
Holly and Edward Dobkin
Patricia Dodge
Pete Doel
Linda and Alan Doernberg
Kim Dohnal
Nancy Dolan-Brady
John Dolfi
Glenn Domilici
Shirley Dominic
Kristine Domino
Jonathan Donati
Kerry Donati
Rosemary Donley
Carol Donnis
Susan Donoghue
Michael Donohue
Arlene Donovan
James Donovan
Bert Dorazio
Giancarlo Dorazio
Abby Dorrance
Molly Dorrance
Susie and Roy Dorrance
James Douglass
Kevin Douglass
Meghan Downey
Deborah Doyle
Thomas Doyle
Trish Doyle
Dennis Drescher
Karen Dreyer
Lauri Drnach
Kelly Drum
Raymond Drutis
Emily Dubovi
Kristen and Ronald Duckstein
Kathryn Dudas
Gretchen Dudek
Catherine and Richard Dudley
Sheila Duffy
Ann and James Dugan
Lisa Duke
Marge Dunbar
Dawn Dunlap
Kelly and Mark Dunn
Daniel Dupee
Jim Dupont
Colleen Dwyer Diehl
Alyssa and Daniel Dwyer
Jennifer Dwyer
Preston Dwyer
Joseph Early
Marissa Earnest
Karin Earnesty
Paul Easier
Emma Ebsbs
Barbara and David Eberle
Amanda Eberly
Lynn Eckert
Rachel Edelman
Stacey Edelstein
Sally Edison
William Edmonds
John Edson
Jamie Edwards
Karen Egorin
Andrea Ehrenreich
Keith Eich
Elys Eicher
Deborah Eisenhuth
Veronica Ekeroth
Kyra Elash
Janet Elder
Terry Elder
Lynn Ellenberger
Mike Ellis
Shari Elliott
Laura Ellis
Susan Elster
Chona Emerson
Margaret Emery
Patrick Emery
Patricia Emmerling
Annie Engel
Janine Englehart
Sarah and Bryan Englert
Nancy and James English
Travis English
Dan Ennis
Tracy Ensocoe
Patrick Enzor
Frederick Episcopo
Jill Epstein
Margaret Erario
Batuhan Erturk
Jennifer Ervin
Linda Esposto
Julie Evanish
Alan Evankovich
Heather Evankovich
Emily Evans
Lindsey Everhart
Ann Ewing
Katie Ewing
Ray Ewing
Raymond Ewing
Nancy and Keith Fabi
David Fabus
Denise and Duane Fahrion
Carol Fairchild
Judy Fairchild
Francis Fairman
Susan Fairtrace
Elizabeth and Daniel Fajt
Kimberly Falk
Bradley Fallert
Tim Farabaugh
Sundae Faraci
Constance and Dennis Farkos
Lori Farnsworth
Anne and Gordon Farr
Patricia and Christopher Farrell
Nancy Farrell
Karen Fassinger
Noah Fatsi
Ivy Faust
Marcy Faust
Brenda and John Febert
Bonnie Federici
Tamara Fedin
Karen Feinstein
Jennifer Felbinger
Carol Feldman
Toby Feldman
Micayla Felicion
Eric Fenclu
Matthew Ferezan
Laura Ferguson
Lauren Fernandes
Lisa Ferrero
Cathy Ferretti
Nicholas Ferroir
Debbi Fetter
Robin Fichter
Alyce Fiedler
Carol Fierst
Lynda Fife
Joe Filardi
Michael Findling
[...]
F. Susan Finnegan
Bob Firely
The Honorable Nora Fischer
and Dr. Donald Fischer
Erin Fischer
and Joe Timmerman
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James Fischer
Kathleen Fischer
Gerard Fisher
Reed Fisher
Renee Fisher
Sarann Fisher
Brenda and Andrew Fisk
Nicholas Fiske
Kathy Fite
Jennifer Fitzgerald
Ryan Flaherty
Ellen Flamm
Megan Fletcher
Judith Flick
Pamela Flick
Eileen Flinn
Edward Flohr
Scott Focer
Allison Fogg
Nancy Foley
Ken Foltz
Ruth Foltz
Diana Fonner
Judy Fonseca
Denny Ford
Kurt Foriska
Eileen Forst
Crystal Fortwangler
Tanya Foskey
Patricia Foster
Kristin Fouch
William Fox
Sally and Andrew Frampton
Caryn Franca
Allison Francies
Honorable Dan Frankel
James Frantz
Raymond Fratto
Jay Fray
Richard Freda
Kristin Frederick
Rebecca Frederick
Myrna and Robert Freeman
Helena Frey
Jean Frey
Heidi Freytag
Loretta and Robert Friday
Jennifer and Sean Friday
Sarah Friedland
Dr. and Mrs. Abe Friedman
Pamela Friedman
Erika Friehling
Dawn Frishkorn
Jeff Froehlich
Maria Frollo
Douglas Fry
Peggy Frye
Heather Fuller
Rebecca Fullmer
Kathy and Rob Fulton
Nancy Fultz
Josie Funari
Debra Funkhouse
David Funkhouser
Josephine Funkhouser
Jay Funyak
Nancy Furbee
Vicki Furgiuele
Alexandra Furlo
William Fustos
Tracy and David Gaertner
Charlotte Gagnon
Katherine Gagnon
Mary Louise and Henry Gailliot
Logan Galand
Carolyn and Richard Galis
Shawn Gallagher
John Galvin
Kate Gandall
Andy Ganoe
Gregory Garbinsky
Anthony Garcia
Raquel Garcia
Linda Gardiner
Tim Gardner
Bill Garrison
Patricia Garrity
Gateway Engineers
Gabriella Gasparich
Mary Jo and Richard Gasperini
Christine Gass
Kori and Jeffrey Gassaway
Justin Gatten
Nancy Gatti
Colleen Gaughan
Jodi Gauker
Lisa Gavlik Schmidttetter
Ron Gaydos
Dan Geier
Julie and Edward Gelman
Hannah Gelman
Jeff Genter
Kristen and Robert Gentile, Jr.
Andrea Geraghty
Erika Gersbach
Amanda Gerstnecker
Dr. and Mrs. Enrique Gerszten
Drs. Kristina and Peter Gerszten
Kristen Getchell
Susan Getty
Leyla Ghalambor
Megan Gialluco
Amy and Michael Giannatello
Sherry Gibb
Chris Gibson
Nettie Gibson
Caroline Gieck
Francis Gielas
Evelyn Gill
Kelly Gillen
Ian Gillis
Brittney Gillison
Brette Gillman
Barbara and Frederick Gilman
Tina and Frank Gingerich
Jessica Giorgi
Andre Giroux
Angela Girvin
Sharon Gladwin
Diane Glarow
Donald Glaser
Kathryn Gleason
Loretta Glomb
Amanda Gobaud
William Godfrey
Rebecca Goff
Joan Gohh
Cathy and Mel Gold
Carol Goldberg
Judith Goldberg
Sandra Golding
Cindy Goldman - Leib
David Goldman
Marla Goldstein
Rebecca Gonda
Cecelia Gondek
Christine Good
Marsha Goodman
Cristy Gookin
Linda and Alan Gordon
Amy Gordon
Carole Gordon
Kristi Gordon
Sharon Gordon
Kathryn Gorman
Kimberly Gorman
Judith and Steven Gough
Rita Gould
Drs. Alka and Rakesh Goyal
Ryan Graber
Krystle Graham
Shawn Graham
Daniel Gramc
Joseph Gramc
Bill Grandfield
Linda Grandinetti
Lisa Granger
Ruth Grant
Gail Gratton
Bruce Gray
Francie Gray
Patty and David Graziano
Tamara Grecco
Sharon and Danny Greenfield
Stevie Gregory
Mary and Jim Grelen
Tracy Gressang
Dennis Gribbin
Joann Griece
David Grier
Lashard Giffin
Jessi Griffith
Michelle Griffith
Nancy Griffith
Carolyn Griffths
Johnathan Griffths
James Grimm
Angela Grodanz
Kim Marie Gromek
Susan and Gary Groom
Susan Gross
Francine Grubb
Michael Grubb
Dana Gruesu
Deborah Grumet
Bernard Grundusky
Gretchen Gueguen
Valentin Guerin
Susan Guerrieri
Susann Guess
Edith Guevara
Jon Gugliele
Judy Gula
Ina and Larry Gumberg
Justin Gurtner
Mary Gustman
Jodi Guthrie
William Gutner
Hannah Gutowski
Sara Kessler Gutman
Luanne Haak
Jenna Haberlein
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Anita Habovick
Shannon Hadaway
John Hagar
Darleen Hahn
Chris Hakim
Marc Halbritter
Eric Hall
Shirley Hall
Sara Halligan
Cecelia and Tom Halligan
Michele Hamerski
Sandra Hamill
Jennifer Hamilla-Onuska
Laura Hamilton
Sloan Hamilton
Jill Hammer
Robert Hampe
Dana Hanan
Bill Hanberry
Anne and Richard Handler
Linda Handley
Reed Hankinson
James Hankle
John Hankle
The Hanlon Family
Regan Hanover
Jenny Hanracher
Lynore Hardman
Christine Hargrave
Ralph Harlan
Robert Harold
Mary Harper
Brian Harpster
Karen Harr
Marie Harrell
Charles Harris
Pam Harris
Rosanne and Anthony Harrison
Kelly Harrison
Sarah Harrison
Katherine and Trent Harrison
Rich Harshman
Linda Hartman
Liz Hartman
Mary Ann Hartman
Leslie Golomb
and Ron Hartman
Michelle Harvey Battista
Michelle Hatch
Jennifer Hatfield
Cassidy Haus
Alyssa Hawkins
Catherine Hayashi
Gary Hayden
Robert Hayward
Linda Healy
Steve Healy
Heather Heaps
Jackie Heaps
Robert Heckla
Jeremy Hedges
Jan Hedquist
Joel Heeckt
Nichole Heikel
Laurie Heinricher
David Heisler
Julia Heitner
Heather Heitun
Wendy Heileen
Carin Helfer
Farrel Helfer
Joanne Helides
Paul Helsel
Anna Hemmerich
Jane Hendricks
Mary Hendrix
Joanne Henke
John Henne
Mike Hennessy
David Henninger
David Henry
Jan Henry
Jane Hepner
Roxie Herbekian
Sarah and Edward Heres
Judith Herron
Mary Hertz
Therese Hess Granville
Joyce Hess
Catherine Hession
Sonja Hester
Jessica Hickman
Jason Hicks
Ronald Hicks
Ryan Hicks
Kerry Higgins
Brenda Hill
Susan and Richard Hill
Skye Hill
Shirley Hiller
Christine Hilliard
Robert Hilliard
David Hillman
James Hilton Harrel
Marilyn and Jason Hindes
Matt Hindes
Tim Hindes
Cindy Hinds
Joan Hinnebusch
Gary Hinton
Holly Hippensteel
Kendra Ho
Ajili Hodari
Simba Hodari
Bret Hoekema
Leslie and David Hoffman
Stacy Hoffman
Gary Hoffstein
Susan and John Hogan
Robert Hogan
Sarah Hogue
Thomas Holcomb
Greg Holden
Megan Holden-Flaherty
Deborah Holland
Scott Hollander
Leah Holleran
Becky Holman
Carol Holmes
Felicia Holmes
Deborah and John Holt
John Holt
Heather Holtschlag
Patricia and Ronald Holtzer
Madeleine Hombosky
Amy Honhart
Emily Honhart
Deborah Hopkins
Julie Hopkins
Lauren Hopkins
Rhonda Horneman
Jamie Hornstein
Katie Hornyak
Leah Horton
Deborah Winn and Bruce Horvitz
Teddi and David Horvitz
Laura Horwitz
Chelsey Houghton
Robert Houle
Mary Grasha-Houp and Samuel Houpt
Al Houston
Patricia and Wayne Houston
Marissa Hovraluck
Ann Howley
Saundra Hoy
Kathryn Hribar
Keri Hrubovcak
Alexander Hsiao
Alexander Hu
Dean Hubbard
Isabel Hubbard
Kara Hudson
Myra Hudson
Rhoda Huffman
Jennifer Hughes
Bruce Hugo
Jessica Hummel
Jim Humphrey
Richard Humphrey
Declan Hurley
Rebecca Hurowitz
Bernadette Hurst
Jennifer Husek
Anne Hussman
Jennifer Hyatt
Sally Imbriglia
Cheryl Imbrogno
Barbara Imler
Cynthia Imler
Adrienne Indianer
Mari Ippolito
Philip Iracane
Carlen and Steve Irwin
Courtney Irwin
Endora Isom-Tang
Anita Iurlano
Candance Ivey
Bonnie Jackson
Jamie Jackson
Kate Jackson
Kelsey Jackson
Lois Jacobovitz
Mathew Jacobs
Lynne and Blair Jacobson
Melissa and Larry Jacobson
David Jaffe
Eric Jahn
Lori Jakiela and David Newman
Matthew James-McGuire
Christine Jamison
Juli and Tim Janiszewski
Taryn Japalucci
Maria Jarrett
Lindsay Jauss
Lauren Javens
Greg Jaworowski
Joanna Jaworowski
Christine Jazwinski
Sandy Jazwinski
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Tara Lancianese
Michelle Lander
Erich Landis
Nancy Landman
Brian Lang
Karen McFarland Lang
Paul Lang
Lynn Langford
Maureen Laniewski
Katherine Larsen
Barbara and Dennis Larson
Marc Lassaux
Denise Lassing
Matt Latimer
Michelle Latkovic
Candice Latshaw
Lale Laubach
Lauren Laughlin
Clare Laughran
Melissa Laukaitis
Betsy Laundrie
Marlene and Richard Lauver
Beth Lawry
Lynn and Dale Lazar
Diane Leake
Adrienne Lear
Mary Jo Lear
Emily Leary
Alexandra Lechner
Mariah Ledesma
Bob Lee
Chris Lee
Diane Lee
Sally Lee
Diana Leech
Casey Lege
Greg Legrand
Patti Legrand
Stanley Lehman
Diane Dietzler-Lehmann
and Carl Lehmann
Alison Lehnerd
Nanette Lemmon
Jeanine Lenart
Mary Jean Lengwin
Lisa Lenihan
Carol Lennon
Chris Lennon
Laura Kampo and FJ Lennon
Susan and Thomas Lennon
Amy Leonard
Whitney Lerch
Samantha Lerner
Katelyn Lesk
Cynthia Leslie
Judith Lesniiewicz
Ilene Lesser
Seri Letwin
Christine Leung
Gina Levine
Stefanie Levine
Lee Levitt
Adams Lewis
Anne Lewis
Bonnie Lewis
Justin Lewis
Lois Lewis
Amie Loy
Erin Leya
Elizabeth Li
Theresa Lichina
Susan and Paul Lieber
Ronna Lieberman
Rob Liermann
Sue Lietz
Jessica Lilja
Mary Lind
Janet Lindberg
Ron Linden
Karen Lindenfels
Sheila Lindsey
Nancy Linn
Aimee Linnert
Katie Lintner
Dom Lio
Annette Lipchak
Julie Lipsius
Sam Liptak
Dr. and Mrs. John Lister
Roslyn Litman
Deborah Little
Kaitlyn Livermore
Alicia Lobdell
Debbie Lober
Amy Lockhart
Bryn Loeffler
Catherine and Mark Loevner
Jeanette Lofsky
Mark Loh
Caitlin Lohman
Barbara Long
Carol Long
Kathleen Long
Scott Long
Chris and Joshua Lookabough
Mark Laposky
Krista Laposky
Adelle Lotinsky
Penny Lotz
Nicole and Mike Louderback
Adam Love
Debra Love-Anthony
Eileen and Mark Lovell
Angela and James Lowden
Jeffrey Lowden
Melissa Lowery
Pam Lowery
Jill Lubin
Greg Lucas
Annette and Gary Luchini
Gary Ludin
Betty and John Luff
Bernadette Luketch
Barbara and Matt Lukowski
Michael Lundon
Aimee Lunn
Adrian Lupinacci
Nicolette and Anthony Lupinacci
Christian Lupinacci
Barbara and Frank Lupinacci
Nikki Lupinacci
Kait Luttner
Lisa Luttner
Matthew Lutz
David Ly
Jay Lyle
Maureen Lyle
Mary Lynam
Joseph Lynch
Marlene and Michael Lynch
Michael Lynch
Megan Lynd Meier
Charles Lynd
Eugene Lynd
Juliet Lynd
Rose Lynd
Tania and John Lyon
Jim Lyons
Florence and Tom Mack
Amy Mackenzie
Rebecca MacKenzie
Eric Mackie
Jason Macko
Karyn MacLeod
Kathy MacNamara
Sloan MacRae
Shelly Magri
Mollie Maguire
Stanley Maharam
Jack Maher
Maria Maher
Kathleen Mahoney-Norris
Deborah Main
Leslie Maione
Elizabeth Majetic
Brianne Major
Kraig Makohus
Tomasz Makowiecki
Sara and Frank Malara
Amy Malatak
Jennifer Maldonado
Lee Anne Male
Quinn Male
Kathleen Malin
Michael Malinsky
Victoria Malizia
Heather Malky
Ellie Malone
Susan Malone
Christine Mancini
Debbie Mancuso
Lynne Mandel
Robert and Donnie Mann
Myra Mann
Nicole Mansueti
Jennifer Manton
Cheryl Mantzouridis
Erin Manzo
Bebe Marchal
Daniel Marchetto
Shawn Marchewka
Betsy and Mike Marcu
James Maretzky
and Frank Marino
Michael Marino
Michelle Marino
Jamison Mark Gate
Amy Markel
Christina Markle
Paula Markle
Michell Markley
Susan Markovitch
Adele and Robert Markovitz
Sue and Michael Marks
Carla Marlozowski-Kieval
Lynn Maroon
Bob Marshall
Kyle Marshall
Marcy Marshall
Andres Martin Farfan
Carrie and Alexander Martin
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Catherine Martin
Jason Martin
John Martin
Lorrie Martin
Roy Martin
Barbara Martincic
Joan Martin
Lara Martinez
Elizabeth Martini
Olga Martini
Xavier Marts
Kara Masciangelo
Kathryn and George Mascio
Grant Mason
Lisa Mason
Anna Masters
Matt Masters
Christie Masucci
Lauraine Matchneer
Anna Mathews
Thomas Mathews
Birte and Kent Mathis
Sharie Matta
Gary Matthi
Michael Matura
Roman Matusz
Kimberly Mauro
Ron Mauro
Phil Mauskapf
Cynthia Maxwell
Erin May
Robert Mayer
Jose Mayorga
Laurie and Timothy Maziarz
Myles Mazzanti
Mark Mazzie
Diana McAllister
Linda McAllister
Melissa McAllister
Lauren McAndrews
Patti and Art McAuley
Barbara and William McAuley
William McBride
Jim McCaffrey
Nicole McCandless
Holly McCann
Thomas McCarthy
Tom McChesney
Maggie McCleland
Carol and David McClanahan
Donna McClure
Molly Mccluskey
Breanna McConnell
Theodore McConnell
Amy McCormick
Debra McCormick
Jen and Chris McCrady
Maelyne and L. Colvin McCrady
Kristin McCrory Wise
Ken McCrory
John McCullough
Patrick McCully
Jamie Mccune
Margaret McCune
Alison McElroy
Michele McGinley-Kish
and Gabor Kish
Joseph McGinnis
Brian McGoey
David McGonigle
Becky and W. Thomas Mc-
Gough
Robert McGovern
Michelle McGreal
Marguerite McGregor
Shelley McIlroy
John McInerney
Kimberly McIntosh
Susan Mckun
Chris McKain
Cynthia McKay
Kimberley Mckay
Robert McKeel
Christopher McKeever
Mariann and Aidan McKenna
Patricia and Edward McKenna
April McKenzie
Natalie Mckee
Alexis McKinley
Elmar McKinley
Patsy and Don McKinney
Peggy and Stephen McKnight
Bethany McLaughlin
Alice and Gerald McLaughlin
Cheryl and Joe McLaughlin
Suzanne McLaughlin
Katherine McLellan
Lauren and Thomas McLeod
Marjory McMac
Melissa McMahan
Deborah McManus
Melissa McMillen
Wendy McGonagle
Jennifer McBarr
Kate McNamara
Carol McNaughton
Roseann and Daniel McNichol
Gilliane McShane
Kimberly McSparran
Darlene McVety
Rose Meacci
Bridget Meacham
Molly Meath
Kerie Mecca
Spencer Medvick
Michael Mee
June Meegan
Donna Meglio
Sananda Meising
Chryisa Melnyk
Joseph Mercado
Christine Meredith
Tiffany Merovich-Winter
Maryann Merriman
Alexandra Merski
Nancy Mesko
Carlye Metcalf-Venturino
Joaanne Metler
Lauren Metzger
Justin Meyers
Dr. Joseph Michael
Chad Michaelson
Claudia Michalak
Karyn Michela
Lisa Michelle
Christina and David Michelmore
Brian Miedel
Bernie Miele
Lauren Migliozzi
Carey Miklos
Rose Ann Milbert
Buzz Miller
Christopher Miller
Kristina and Darrell Miller
Lauren Miller
Linda Moore
Lydia Miller
Malinda Miller
Meredith Miller
Patricia Miller
Rebecca Miller
Richard Miller
Sandra Miller
Stella Miller
Stephan Miller
Stuart Miller
William Miller
Danielle Milliet
Robert Milligan
Lori Milliman
Kathy Mills
Joanne Minkoff
Betty Minnette
Barry Minster
Sussan Mirabella
Bridget Miranda
William Misitano
Diane Miskinis
Jean Mitchell
Mia Mitchell
Robert Mitchell
Alice Mitinger
Greg Mitrik
Nicole Makar
Shakeel Modak
Brian Moeller
Staci Moeller
Lauren Mohn
Deborah Molique
Anne Molloy
Jo-Jo Monaco
Elizabeth Monroe
Bernard Mongillo
Timothy Monk
Marcy Monrea
Helen Moore
Kristen Moore
Laurin Moore
Linda Moore
Mary Beth Moore
Ruth Neuhoff and Richard
Moore
Thomas Moore
Andrea Moran
Aaron Morgan
Andrew Morgan
Diana Morgan
Susan Morgan
Dennis Morgan
Colleen Morris
Katherine Morris
Kathleen Morris
P.A. Morrison
Phil Morrison
Deirdre Morrow
Jack Morrow
Kimberly and Jack Morrow
Betty Morse
Carolyn Morse
Charles Moser
Harry Moskal
Jessica Moslander
Dana and Joseph Motika
Kim Mouser
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Alexander Pomerantz
Renee Pompi
Allison Ponchak
Lynn Ponicki
Pasquale Pontoriero
Linda Popchak
Robert Popchak
Sharon Popp
Hilary Tyson and Charles Porter
Christine Porter
Lynn Portnoff
Melissa Portz
Lisa Postlewait
Kathryn Potere
Eduardo Potter
Vivian Prentice
David Pressly
Caitlin Price
Jackie Price
Jodi Price
Angela Priest
Robert Priganc
Chelsea Prior
Sandra Prisby
Sandra Prischak
David Priselac
Victor Prisk
Crista Pryor
Joyce Przywara-Bushmen
Angie Pucci
Janet Pudlinger
Anonymous
Evan Purcell
Teri and Tony Pyle
Ling Qu
A.J. Quahliero
Daniele and Ronald Quaresima
Patricia and Vincent Quatrini
Kathy Quinn
Elaine Quinque
Megan Quirk
Nancy and Bill Rackoff
Barbara Raco
Donald Radacosky
Mary Radacosky
Michelle Radich
Carolyn and Dennis Radkowski
Christina and John Radzielowicz
Stephanie Rago
Linda Ragusano
Heather Rakar
Dena Rakarich
Stanley Rakofsky
Monica Ramanathan
John Ramming
Diane Ramos
Cara Ramsey
Karen Ramsey
Mandy Ranalli
Jill and Christopher Randal
Martin Randal
Mary Randal
John Ranieri
Dedra and G. Scott Rantovich
Todd Rascoe
Jennifer Ratay
Christina Rath
Danielle Ratner
David Rawlings
Ed Rawlings
Charles Rawlins
Alexandra Razzano
Julie Read
Donald Reddinger
Tracy Redfoot
Christy Redican
Justin Redpath-Dascola
Alison Reed
Myrna and George Reed
Katherine and Gerard Reed
Mandy Reed
Rebecca Reed
Cary and Richard Reed
William Reed
Kerry Reese
Kimberly Regan
Vicki and Tim Regan
Lisa Regina
Jen Reise
A. Reistino
Benjamin Reitz
Emily Rentschler
Brittany Rentz
Jeremy Reppy
Victoria Revay
Jeremy Rex
Randy Reynolds
Jean and Paul Reznick
Karen Roten
Erin Riccitelli
Edward Rice
J.B. Rice
Kristin and James Richards
Shad Richardson
Nicholas Rickard
Steven Riedeman
Jason Riegnier
Amanda Ries
Heather Riese
Michele Riggio
James Rimmel
Michael Rion
Ron Ripper
Sharleen Risinger
Amanda Greenawalt
and Alfred Ristine
Arthur Ritchey
Candice Ritchey
Tony Ritchey
Karen Kieser and Peter Ritchie
Denise Ritter
Hannah Ritter
Mark Ritterhoff
John Riva
Cassandra Rivera
Gregg Rivoir
Dr. Carlos Rizowy
Gino Rizzi
Brett Roach
Joan Roach
Lauren Roach
Michael Roach
W. E. Roach
William Roach
Linda Kelly and Paul Robb
Dianne Roberts
Keston Roberts
Michele Roberts
Sue Roberts
James Robertson
Alexandra Robinson
Anastasia Robinson
Holly Robinson
Jodie Robinson
Denise Roble
Debra Rocca
Josephine Rock
Kurt Rodgers
Anna Rodrigues
Deborah Rodriguez
Nancy Rodriguez
Cynthia Roehrig
Jane Roesch
Sally Rohrman
Dorothy Roland
Brenda Roman
Peter Romba
James Romberger
Liz Romero-Kibiloski
Joseph Rongaus
Susan and James Rooney
Maureen Rooney
Brad Root
Kalliope Roros
Judith Roscow
and Stephen Oliphant
Mary Rose Cindrich
Daniel Rosen
Jonathan Rosen
Ross Rosen
Janice Rosenberg
Jim Rosenberg
Jennifer Rosenberry
Linda and Jim Rosenbloom
Todd Rosenfeld
Christa Ross
Jean Ross
Jessamy Ross
Tony Ross
Sarah Rossbach
Elizabeth Rossetter
Maggie Rossi
Julie Rost
Mark Rost
Matthew Rost
William Rost
Todd Rotondi
Paula Rowe
Dr. Deborah Rubin
Josefina Rubio
Constance Rucker
Caroline and John Rudolf
Daniele Ruefle
Charity Ruhl
Donna Ruhl
Jill Ruppel
Gillian Ruppert
Susan Rush
Amy Russell
Dottie Russell
Kimberly Russitano
Shirley and Murray Rust
Richard Rutkowski
 Kimberly Rutledge
Justine Ryan
Marty Ryan
Rebecca Ryan
Stephanie Ryan
Leba Sable
Rebecca Sable
Toni Sacco
Peter Sackett
Josephine Rock
Kurt Rodgers
Anna Rodrigues
Deborah Rodriguez
Nancy Rodriguez
Cynthia Roehrig
Jane Roesch
Sally Rohrman
Dorothy Roland
Brenda Roman
Peter Romba
James Romberger
Liz Romero-Kibiloski
Joseph Rongaus
Susan and James Rooney
Maureen Rooney
Brad Root
Kalliope Roros
Judith Roscow
and Stephen Oliphant
Mary Rose Cindrich
Daniel Rosen
Jonathan Rosen
Ross Rosen
Janice Rosenberg
Jim Rosenberg
Jennifer Rosenberry
Linda and Jim Rosenbloom
Todd Rosenfeld
Christa Ross
Jean Ross
Jessamy Ross
Tony Ross
Sarah Rossbach
Elizabeth Rossetter
Maggie Rossi
Julie Rost
Mark Rost
Matthew Rost
William Rost
Todd Rotondi
Paula Rowe
Dr. Deborah Rubin
Josefina Rubio
Constance Rucker
Caroline and John Rudolf
Daniele Ruefle
Charity Ruhl
Donna Ruhl
Jill Ruppel
Gillian Ruppert
Susan Rush
Amy Russell
Dottie Russell
Kimberly Russitano
Shirley and Murray Rust
Richard Rutkowski
 Kimberly Rutledge
Justine Ryan
Marty Ryan
Rebecca Ryan
Stephanie Ryan
Leba Sable
Rebecca Sable
Toni Sacco
Peter Sackett
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Ujjaini Sahasrabudhe
Diane Sajewski
George Salibi
Debbie Salinas
Richard Salisbury
Nicholas Salkeld
Mollie Sam
Jim Sammarco
Eric Samples
Mary Samuels
Raymond Sanchas
Bina Sandhu
Elliott Sanft
Elizabeth Sanger
Joseph Sanko
Nancy Sansom
Ethan Sansosti
Jay Santa
Joe Santa
Kieran Santa
Rob Santa
Frank Santoro
Nancy and David Santory
Andrea Santter
Antoinette and Paul Santucci
Diane Saphire
Carol Sapienza
Linda Savin
Rajiv Sawhney
Amanda Saxman
Brittany Saylor
Sharon Sboray
Janet Sbraccia
Sara and David Scaife
Nancy Scalise
James Scaltz
Nancy Scarton Chaplin
Michelle Schade
Matt Schallert
Deborah Schaltenbrand
Pamela Schanwald
Denise Scheeler
Justin Schell
Kenneth Schenk
Virginia Scherder
Susan Scherfel
Margaret Schervish
Diane Schiavo
Jennie Schilken
Melissa Schiller
Adrienne Schlabach
Robert Schleich
Dana Schloss
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schloss
Erin Schmidt
Nancy Schmidt
Jessica Schmitt
Steve Schmitt
Carol Schoemer
Kim Schoenbaum
Erin Scholl
Lynn and Frederick Scholl
Janet Scholl
Christina Schrecengost
Esther Schreck
Paul Schrecongost
Brian Schreiber
John Schriefer
Deanna Schrier
Scott Schubert
Ashley Schuetz
Howard Schulberg
Pam and Jim Schulte
Marilyn Schulte
Jeff Schultz
Kenneth Schultz
Lauren Schultz
Kathy Schulz
Julie Schurer
Dr. Dale Schwab
Summer Schwab
Rich Sciacca
Jason Scibek
Emil Scipioni
Barbara Scott
Jean Scott
Mandi Scott
John Scott
Shae Sealey
Gregg Searle
Mike Secchiuti
Michelle Sedlak
Johnette Seecof
Joseph Sefcik
Molly Segal
Denise Seidler
Patrick Seiffert
Nick Seitanakis
Garet Selestow
Douglas Sell
Steve Seltzer
David Semich
Susan and Wesley Semple
Diana Senan
Melissa and John Sencak
Mary Ann and Joseph Serwinski
Sharon Setmire
Ron Severo
Caroline Seymour
Don Seymour
Louis Sforza
Jenni Shaffer
Kimberly Shaffer
Robin Shaffer
Cindy and Todd Shaffer
Mary Ann Shaklee
Tina Shanafelt
Susan Shane
Cliff Shannon
Barbara and Daniel Shapiro
Cindy and David Shapiro
Amanda and Joshua Shapiro
Tom Shapiro
Michelle Shanahan
Babeena Sharma
Rachel Sharpnack
Ann Marie Shaw
Terry Shaw
Anne Shearon
Phyllis and Charles Sheehy
Debbie and Rich Sheely
Leslie Shellenbarger
Mark Shellenberger
Angelica Shepard
Kimberly Shepard
Vicki Shepard
Chip Shedd
Christine Sherman
William Sherman
Richard Sherwin
Suruchi Sheth
Stephanie and Harold Shields
Tim Shields
Barbara Ship
Deborah Shipley
Beth and Todd Shipley
Amy Shirey
Pap Shirock
Madison Shofner
Janice Shoup
Jordan Shoup
Caroline Shouraboura
Keith Shovlin
Max Shugerman
Lee Shull
Stephanie Shulman
Karen Shurgot
Dianna Shutt
Doug Shymoniak
Susan and Gregory Siak
Amy Sicafuse
Jessica Sickler
Christine Sidoti
Bryan Sidwar
Dr. Will and Gail Sieg
Alana Siegel
Benjamin Siegel
Barb and Ed Siegel
Christopher Siegle
John Sieminski
Mark Sieminski
Matthew Sikora
Leah Silinski
Leonard Silk
Anne Sillaman
Dr. and Mrs. James Sillaman
Cristina Silva
Molly Silver
Sara Simeral
Lynn Simko
Joanne and Benjamin Simon
Bridget Simon
Janet Simon
Juliet L. Simonds
Sabrina Simons
Ken Simpson
April and M. Guy Simpson
Gayle and William Simpson
John Sinclair
Barb Singer Wagner
Vinita Sinha
Brandon Sink
David Sippel
John Sippel
Glenda and Lawrence Sippel
Carolyn Sisson
Michelle Skaler
Sara Skapinac
Cynthia and Wayne Skelley
Penny Skrycki
Sarah Sladic
Emily Slaght
Carol and J. Carl Slesinger
Kelli Slevin
Carol Slippey
Jean Sloat
Jody Small
Jeff Smercani
Martha Smick
Elaina Smiley
Barbara Smith
Bernadette and Lowell Smith
Thank you to the CMU Greek Sing for choosing Our Clubhouse as your charity partner.

In the first year of fundraising, the students and their supporters exceeded their own goal by donating a total of $86,846.99.
Thank You - Donors (continued)

Amanda Tepper
Nicholas Terezis
Mary Termin
Jean Marie Tersak
Bri Tetrault
Robin Thayer
Erik Thogerson
David Thomas
Margaret Thomas
Susan Thomas
Thomas Thomas
Marisol Thomer
Amber Thompson
Denise Thompson
Sharon and Donald Thompson
Michael Thompson
Theresa Thorn
LaMarcus Thurman
Erin Thurston
Denise Tidball
Merilee Timberger
Rita Timulak
Kimberly Tinker
Charlette Tipton
Janice Tirrell
Jennifer Titus
Paul H. Titus
Sandy Tokarczyk
Amanda Tokarek
Darren Tome
Sharon and William Tomko
Cathy Tompkins
Sandy Tomporowski
Maggie Toolin
Julia Toomajanian
Donna Topley
Molly Torbic
Lynn Toth
James Tracy
Judith Traister
Susan Trent
Mark Trimbur
Denise Trobee
Wendy Troost
Laurie Troutman
Susan Trozzo
Russ Truby
John Truel
Jeff Tsai
Tara Tucci
Kristen Tuohy
Sally and Keith Turnbull
Mark Turner
Walter Turner
Tracie and Frank Turoczy
Christopher Turtell
Johnathan Tyler
Pedro Ugarte
Bill Ulrich
Michelle and Gannon Ulrich
Carol and Arthur Underwood
Marion Ungar Davis
Dennis Unkovic
Robert Unkovic
Scott Urban
Zurina Urrea
Janice Urschler
Michael Urso
Rob Utter
Barbara Utterback
Kara and Nicholas Vaccarelli
Hope Vaccaro
Barb and Bill Valalik
William Valenta
Joseph Valent
Diane Valloric
Carol and Ernest Vallozzi
Barbara Vamos
Eugene Vamos
Shawn Van Ittersum
Reene Vandall
Don Vanisko
Brian Vankirk
Bonnie Westerbrook Vankirk and Thomas Vankirk
Elizabeth Vargo
Katherine Vargo
Nancy Vargo
Steve Vargo
PNC Charitable Trust
Erin Varley-King
Julie Varnish
Jeff Vaughan
Nancy Vaughn
Theana and Andrew Vavasis
Jason Venturella
Joseph Venturella
Lora Venturella
Kathleen Verghies
Stacey Vernallis
Diana and Jeffrey Vescera
Leslie Vierheilig
Judith Vincent
Pamela Vines
Shannon Vitovich
Frances Vitti
Mary Vogel
Deborah Jean and J. David Vojtko
Francine Vollmer
Pam Volosin
Chris Volz
Jane and Gerald Voros
Elizabeth Voss
Peter Vuckovich
Deb Wagner
Kimberly Wagner
Jodie Waite
Jennifer Walden
Diane and Hal Waldman
Glenn Waldron
Mary Waleryszak
Gretchen Walker
Rachel Walker
Robert Walker
Eric Wallace
Kathleen Wallace
Sara and Larry Walsh
Kay and Michael Walsh
Kelly Walter
Richard Walter
Kira Walters
Patricia Walters
Ruth Walters
Kelly Wamhoff
Kristin Wanek
Mary Wang
Judith and Edward Warchol
Amy Warchola
Kimberly Ward
Ruth Anne Wargofchik
Brent Warren
Jean and John Warren
Karen Washek
Timothy Washek
Nancy and Milton Washington
Betty Watkins
Winthrop Watson
Mary Weatherbee
Reggie Weaver
Brian Webster
Jacquelin Wechsler
Anna and Daniel Wecht
Virginia Weida
Sandra Weidenn Klima
David Weifenbaugh
Andrew Weigold
Jane and Don Weil
Jack Weiland
Sandra Weiland
Stuart Weiler
Amanda Lee Weimer
Thomas Weir
Cheryl and Jeff Weisband
Carl Weiss
Amy and Lou Weiss
Bonnie and James Weissinger
Suzanne Weissman
Jennifer Welch
Delores Welding
Thomas Welsh, Jr.
Evan Welsh
Eric Werner
Elizabeth Wernert
Caitlin Werth
Melissa Wertz
Kathleen West
Pamela West
Clare Westwood
Sue Wetherill
Heidi Wettach
Elizabeth and Michael Wheat
Elisabeth Wheeler
Jennifer Wheelan
Suzy Whelan
Kelley Whetsell
Elizabeth White
Jodi White
Michael White
Nicole White
Stephen White
Joshua Whiteside
Melissa Budd and Christopher Whittelach
Amanda Whitney
Adam Wicks
Joan Widdoes
Karen Widman
Gail Wiegand
Jason Wiegand
Rosemary Wiegand
Cara Wiegand-Bard
Laura Wiens
Ryan Wieser
John Wilbur
Susan Wilcher
John Wilcox
Sandi Wiley
Barbara and Thomas Wiley
Dennis Wilkerson
Ashley Wilkinson
Roselyn Wilkinson
Our Clubhouse wishes to thank the many companies and individuals too numerous to mention that have made hundreds of in-kind donations, large and small, during the past year to further the important work of our organization. These gifts represent dollars saved which we are able to apply directly to support the programs and services we provide for our members. Thank you!
Thank You - Foundations
Foundations who donated from 7/1/2014 - 6/30/2015
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Thank you to all of our supporters who donated from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015. Every effort has been made to provide a complete list. If we have overlooked a gift, we humbly apologize.

Allstate Foundation
American Eagle Outfitters Foundation
Ayers Foundation
Battle Family Charitable Fund
The Ann and Frank Cahouet Foundation
Cigna Foundation
Daniel Tis Family Fund of the Pittsburgh Leadership Fund
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
Dollar Bank Foundation
Fair Oaks Foundation, Inc.
Fisher Foundation
Gillman Family Foundation
Hillman Foundation
Jewish Community Foundation of the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
Edward & Rose Berman Philanthropic Fund
Scott and Cindy Leib Philanthropic Fund
David and Carole Maretsky Philanthropic Fund
Kids II Foundation
Latrobe Hospital Charitable Foundation
Levin Memorial Fund Inc
Marshall Foundation
Morshana Foundation
O’Neill Charitable Trust
The Pittsburgh Foundation
   Bazaz and Sheen Sehgal Fund in Memory of Dr. Kuldeep Sehgal of The Pittsburgh Foundation
   Conover Memorial Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
   Gerszten Family Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
   Hillman Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
   McCartan Charitable Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
Richard & Marilyn Umbel Trust
Shapira Foundation
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Soffer Foundation
Staunton Farm Foundation
Wiegand Family Foundation
Wimmer Family Foundation
Thank You - Businesses & Organizations

This list represents businesses and organizations who donated from 7/1/2014 - 6/30/2015
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Thank you to all of our supporters who donated from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

Every effort has been made to provide a complete list. If we have overlooked a gift, we humbly apologize.

Aetna
Aetna Life Insurance Company
Allianz Life Insurance Co. of America
Alpha Epsilon Pi AK
American Office Installers, Inc
American Textile Company
Anonymous
Bayer Corporation
Burgher Truck LLC
Burns White LLC
Businessmen Production Group Inc.
Cain, Ackerman & McCormick, P.C.
Callaway Consultants LLC
Carnegie University Greek Sing
Carpenter Construction, Inc.
Citizens Bank
Confluence
Cottrill Arbutina & Associates PC
Crowdrise
dck Workwide
Delta Gamma Beta Nu Chapter
Dollar Bank
Dunn and Associates Inc.
Electronic Saviors
Emmaus Community of Pittsburgh
Fifth Third Bank
First United Presbyterian
Fleet Feet Sports, Pittsburgh
Formica’s Kitchen Designs & Contracting
Gateway Health Plan
GlaxoSmithKline
Goehring Rutter & Boehm
Goldman Sachs Gives
Greater Greensburg Sewage Authority
Greater PA State Council of P.A. of W., Inc.
Greentree Rotary Club
Hemingways Cafe
Herbein & Company Inc.
Highmark Community Affairs
IBM Employee Services Center
Institute of Real Estate Management
Integrative Staffing Group, LLC
Jackson Kelly PLLC
Kanai Plumbing
Kelly Elementary School
KFMR Katz Ferraro McMurtry, P.C.
KPMG
Little Lake Theatre Company
Marketspace Communications
Markovitz Dugan & Associates
Mascaro Construction Company
McKnight Realty Partners LLC
Melaleuca
Metz Lewis Brodman Must O’Keefe LLC
Meyer Unkovic & Scott
Moonglow Yoga
Morella & Associates
Multiple Myeloma Pittsburgh
Network for Good
New Journey Christian Cancer Support Group
Nieds Hotel Band
Oakland Catholic High School
O’Connor & Company
Oh My Grill
Oncology Nursing Society
PEP
Pine Richland Girls Soccer Boosters
Pine-Richland High School Interact Club
Pittsburgh Legal Administrators Association
Pittsburgh Pierogi Truck
Pittsburgh Young Professionals
PNC Hawthorn
Polar Chevrolet Mazda
Pump & Motor Shop Inc.
Randal Agency LLC
Resource Development & Management
Rotary Club of Upper St. Clair-Bethel Park
Scott Advertising Specialists
SendOutCards
Serve2Cure
SEW-EZ-SHOP Inc.
Shadyside Academy
Silverman, Tokarsky, Forman & Hill, LLC
South Hills Italian Club
St. Clair Hospital
St. Mark Ame Zion Church
Stephen C. Foster PTA
Stratos Wealth Partners
Streams Elementary School
Take 5
Talisman Energy
Temple Emanuel
Testa Consulting Services
The Ellis School
The GE Foundation
The Mosites Company
The Opal Group
The Savvy Group, LLC
Todd E. Smith Removal Service, Inc.
Trinity United Methodist Church
TriState Capital Bank
UBS Americas PAC Charity Match Program
UPMC
Wagner Agency
Weinstein Imaging Associates
Wholey's
Williams
Yankee Candle